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Small genome separates native and invasive populations in
an ecologically important cosmopolitan grass
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Abstract. The literature suggests that small genomes promote invasion in plants, but little
is known about the interaction of genome size with other traits or about the role of genome
size during different phases of the invasion process. By intercontinental comparison of native
and invasive populations of the common reed Phragmites australis, we revealed a distinct relationship between genome size and invasiveness at the intraspecific level. Monoploid genome
size was the only significant variable that clearly separated the North American native plants
from those of European origin. The mean Cx value (the amount of DNA in one chromosome
set) for source European native populations was 0.490  0.007 (mean  SD), for North
American invasive 0.506  0.020, and for North American native 0.543  0.021. Relative to
native populations, the European populations that successfully invaded North America had a
smaller genome that was associated with plant traits favoring invasiveness (long rhizomes, early
emerging abundant shoots, resistance to aphid attack, and low C:N ratio). The knowledge that
invasive populations within species can be identified based on genome size can be applied to
screen potentially invasive populations of Phragmites in other parts of the world where they
could grow in mixed stands with native plants, as well as to other plant species with intraspecific variation in invasion potential. Moreover, as small genomes are better equipped to respond
to extreme environmental conditions such as drought, the mechanism reported here may
represent an emerging driver for future invasions and range expansions.
Key words: biogeography; climate; common reed; plant invasion; source populations; species traits.

characteristics can be quantified, including genome size,
a trait long suspected to play a role in invasiveness
(Rejm
anek 1996).
The relationship between plant genome size (i.e., the
nuclear DNA amount; Greilhuber et al. 2005) and invasiveness was first recognized for individual genera, such
as Pinus and Artemisia (Rejm
anek 1996, Grotkopp et al.
2002, Garcia et al. 2008), and it was shown that many
life-history patterns are indirectly, but consistently,
associated with genome size (Grotkopp et al. 2004,
Meyerson et al. 2016). Another line of evidence comes
from analyses of multispecies data sets; several papers
demonstrated that naturalized or invasive species tend to
have smaller genomes than those that have not successfully naturalized or invaded (Kubesov
a et al. 2010,
Kuester et al. 2014, Pandit et al. 2014, Pysek et al. 2015).
Kubesov
a et al. (2010) compared 1C values (holoploid
genome size sensu Greilhuber et al. 2005) of nearly 100
naturalized alien species in the Czech Republic with their
congeners and confamilials not reported to be naturalized
or invasive anywhere in the world and found that

INTRODUCTION
Finding factors that promote invasiveness of species
introduced outside their native range has been a key
issue in invasion biology since the beginning of the field,
and predicting which species will become invasive still
represents an ultimate goal of invasion ecologists (Kolar
and Lodge 2001, Richardson and Pysek 2006). A large
body of studies addressing this topic have identified a
number of species’ biological and ecological traits that
foster invasive behavior in plants (see Pysek and
Richardson [2007] and van Kleunen et al. [2010] for
overviews of such traits). The rapid development of new
technologies in recent decades now makes routine
screenings of traits possible. As a result, karyological
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naturalized species (i.e., those that established in the
Czech Republic, forming self-sustaining populations)
were characterized by smaller genomes than their
congeners and confamilials that had not successfully naturalized. For 890 species across the angiosperm phylogeny,
Pandit et al. (2014) demonstrated that invasiveness was
negatively related to genome size and positively to ploidy
level and that including both traits improved the explanatory power of the models. Although the two karyological
traits are seemingly in conflict, as polyploidy at least initially leads to an increase in the 1C value (Suda et al.
2015), it is their interaction that underlies their actual
effects on plant phenotype and physiology, and ultimately
on invasion success (Pandit et al. 2014). Another comprehensive analysis comparing the frequency distributions of
genome sizes in 242 of the globally most invasive taxa in
natural environments with those for all angiosperms
revealed that noninvasive plants are less strongly skewed
toward small genomes, and that small genomes are significantly over-represented among invasive taxa (Suda
et al. 2015). Nonetheless, a study using Acacia as a
model genus did not find the relationship between genome size and invasiveness (Gallagher et al. 2011).
While small genomes are often typical of species that
are invasive, the strongest mechanistic signal emerging
from these analyses is that species with large genomes
tend to be excluded from being invasive (Suda et al.
2015). According to the “large genome constraint”
hypothesis (Knight et al. 2005), species with small genomes can attain a much wider array of trait states compared to species with large genomes, and many traits
associated with large genomes are not compatible with the
characteristics of successful invaders (Suda et al. 2015).
While the above literature collectively provides robust
evidence for this phenomenon, the majority of these
studies tested the effect of genome size on invasiveness
in isolation (but see Grotkopp et al. 2002, Gallagher
et al. 2011, Pysek et al. 2015, Meyerson et al. 2016).
Most did not consider the effects of biological species
traits through which the karyological characteristics
manifest (Suda et al. 2015) or the confounding factors
known to affect the likelihood of a successful invasion,
such as propagule pressure, habitat legacy, and residence
time (Richardson and Pysek 2006). However, when genome size was tested together with other traits known to
promote invasiveness (Pysek and Richardson 2007, van
Kleunen et al. 2010) in a model that also took into
account the potentially confounding factors mentioned
above, genome size was one of the variables that
explained the naturalization success of central European
plant species in North America (Pysek et al. 2015).
Here, focusing on common reed, Phragmites australis,
we use conditional inference trees (Hothorn et al. 2006)
and Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes models (MIMIC;
Hancock 2001, Rıos-Bedoya et al. 2009) to test if
genome size plays a role in invasiveness, and if so,
whether the effects of genome size persist in interaction
with other traits. We included traits covering a range of
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plant functions relating to growth, reproduction, physiology, karyology, tissue chemistry, and herbivory and
tested their associations with genome size because previous research has shown that traits representing the above
functional groups play a role in plant invasiveness
(Pysek and Richardson 2007, van Kleunen et al. 2010).
Our paper provides novel insights into this topic because
(1) by focusing on differences between intraspecific
genotypes of different phylogeographic populations
rather than on different species, we investigate the concept of genome-size-related invasiveness in a phylogenetically controlled framework that eliminates biases
associated with variation in the mode of reproduction,
geographic distribution, and human preferences; (2) we
assess the role of genome size in invasiveness in concert
with a wide array of experimentally measured functional
traits to parse the role of genome size, plant traits, and
their interactions on invasiveness (K€
uster et al. 2008,
Pysek et al. 2009, 2015). Though one previous study
using the grass species Phalaris arundinacea examined
the role between genome size and invasiveness at the
intraspecific level (Lavergne et al. 2010), it used many
fewer populations. Moreover, (3) by studying three
P. australis groups of differing phylogeographic origin,
we simultaneously test the ecological and biogeographical implications of the role of genome size; the ecological
comparison is that of native North American populations growing sympatrically with invasive populations
introduced from Europe, and the biogeographical
insights are gained by comparing the populations from
the native range in Europe with those populations invading North America. This approach allows for testing the
changes in genome size and plant traits that occurred
over at least 200 years of invasion (Burk 1880, Saltonstall
2002). Finally, (4) we discuss whether genome size can
be used as both an indicator of invasiveness and for
screening potentially invasive populations (Pysek et al.
2013, Suda et al. 2015).
METHODS
Study species
Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud. (common
reed, Poaceae) is a tall, helophytic, wind-pollinated
perennial grass with shoots up to 4 m tall, forming an
extensive system of rhizomes and stolons (runners;
Haslam 1972), with a single inflorescence developing on
each fertile stem, producing 500–2,000 seeds (McKee
and Richards 1996). The species exhibits great genetic,
karyological, and morphological variation. It belongs to
one of the most ploidy-variable species known, with
published cytotypes from 4x to 12x, based on x = 12 (te
Beest et al. 2012; see also Clevering and Lissner 1999,
Lambertini et al. 2006), and there is marked intraspecific variation in genome size, as well as phylogeographic
genetic diversity within the species and the whole genus
(Saltonstall 2011, Lambertini 2016).
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Phragmites australis colonizes a wide range of environmental conditions (Meyerson et al. 2000, 2010) and
extends from the tropics to cold temperate regions in
both hemispheres, which places it among the world’s
most cosmopolitan and globally important wild plants
providing ecosystem services (Tucker 1990). In its confirmed introduced range, which for the European native
P. australis subsp. australis is North America (Saltonstall
2002), it is a noxious invader that has converted botanically diverse wetlands into low-diversity ecosystems and
it outcompetes the North American native P. australis
subsp. americanus (Meyerson et al. 2000). Since the seminal paper by Saltonstall (2002) that provided DNA
markers to distinguish the native North American populations and invasive populations introduced from Europe, a significant body of research has emerged to reveal
that the patterns observed are results of multiple introductions (Meyerson and Cronin 2013, Lambertini 2016).
Genetically, the introduced North American populations
today differ from their ancestral European populations
in nuclear DNA amount (Lambertini et al. 2012), corroborating the fact that the introduced populations have
evolved since their separation (Guo et al. 2014). Because
of multiple introductions, long-distance dispersal of seed
by wind and birds, and intensive use and transport by
humans, there are high intrapopulation genetic distances
in both ranges (Lambertini et al. 2006, 2008), which
makes the exact source populations of the introduced
genotypes to North America very unlikely to be traced.
While a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this
paper, several papers provide a comprehensive overview
(Lambertini et al. 2006, Lambertini 2016).
Population sampling
We used P. australis clones representing distinct populations obtained from the collections of the University of
Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island, USA and University of Aarhus, Denmark, and also included some fieldcollected clones. The collection was established in 2011
and rhizomes were first propagated in sand in plastic pots
of dimensions 30 9 30 9 20 cm. The clones for the experiment were chosen based on chloroplast DNA following
Saltonstall (2002) with the aim of achieving representative
coverage of native European populations (n = 21), those
that are invasive in North America (n = 17) and North
American native (n = 19; see Appendix S1: Table S1 for
details on clones used in the experiment).
Experimental set up
The experiment was performed in the Experimental
Garden of the Institute of Botany CAS in Pr
uhonice,
Czech Republic (49°590 38.97200 N, 14°330 57.63700 E),
320 m above sea level in the temperate climate zone, with
a mean annual temperature of 8.6°C and precipitation of
610 mm. The clones were grown in round pots 60 cm in
diameter at the top, 36 cm in height (effective pot size
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80 L), filled with sand, and mixed with 480 g of
slow-release fertilizer Osmocote Pro (release time
12–14 months; ICL Specialty Fertilizers, Geldermalsen,
The Netherlands). A piece of rhizome (standard size of
20–30 cm) with an emerging stem was planted in each pot
on 7–8 July 2012. Two to six replicates per clone, depending on the availability of the plant material and early survival were used, giving a total of 273 pots with
experimental plants. The plants were regularly watered
using tap water delivered by an automatic watering system
(Hunter Industries, San Marcos, Texas, USA). To ensure
comparable water supply to all plants, three holes were
drilled in each pot 25 cm from the bottom to allow drainage of excessive water and achieve the same water level in
each pot. If plants started to exhibit signs of iron-deficiency (yellowing), 0.2 g Fe as iron in chelation complex of
DTPA dissolved in 300 mL of tap water was added to
each pot. Plants grew until full senescence (November)
and, after the aboveground biomass was harvested, the pot
surface was covered with spruce brushwood and the pot
sides wrapped with bubble foil to protect the plants from
frost. In early April, the frost protection was removed, and
200 g of Osmocote and 0.2 g Fe added to each pot, and
an addition of the same Fe dose was repeated in May/June.
The experiment was terminated after 2.5 years, in autumn
2014. For harvest, the aboveground biomass was cut about
3 cm above the sand surface, when shoots were senescent
(tan) in late November/early December of 2012 and 2013.
During the final harvest in October 2014, belowground
biomass was also harvested, excavated from the substrate,
rinsed and separated into roots and rhizomes, and the
length of each was measured. The root and rhizome biomass was oven-dried at 60°C and weighed in the same way
as for aboveground biomass.
Traits measured
During the experiment, we recorded information about
a number of traits that can be organized into several functional groups related to growth (dynamics of shoot number and their maximum height over the growing seasons;
presence and total length of creeping shoots/runners;
aboveground dry biomass at the end of each growing season and belowground biomass at final harvest, separated
into rhizomes and roots; total length of rhizomes in the
pot), reproduction (flowering intensity expressed as the
percentage of flowering shoots over the growing season;
the biomass of panicles and proportional allocation of
biomass to generative reproduction; total seed number per
pot, sorted under microscope into potentially viable and
damaged seed, with derived variable seed production referring to whether or not the clone produced seed at all),
physiology (leaf water content; specific leaf area; leaf area
per shoot; leaf area per pot calculated as a product of average leaf area per shoot and shoot number; leaf toughness
measured as the force necessary to penetrate the leaf; maximum photosynthesis measured on fully developed top
leaf; frost damage scored by using a four degree scale
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following an unexpectedly late severe frost in the spring of
2014), herbivory (ambient aphid attack recorded as an
index derived from the estimate of the percentage of
infested leaves and average number of aphids per leaf;
stem galls attack estimated as a percentage of infested
shoots; leaf damage by chewers derived from the percentage of shoots in the pot with chewing damage and percentage of leaves damaged per shoot), and tissue chemistry
(C, N, P, and total phenolic content determined separately
in leaves, roots, and rhizomes, and used to calculate C:N
ratio for each tissue). For a complete list of individual
variables, detailed descriptions of the traits measured, and
timing of sampling see Appendix S2: Table S1.
The traits related to karyology included holoploid (1C
value; the amount of DNA in the whole chromosome
complement of the nucleus) and monoploid (1Cx value;
the amount of DNA in one chromosome set) genome size
sensu Greilhuber et al. (2005). Nuclear genome size was
determined by DNA flow cytometry using a Sysmex-Partec
CyFlow SL instrument equipped with green (532 nm,
100 mW output power) solid state laser (Sysmex Partec
GmbH, G€
orlitz, Germany). Sample preparation followed
the simplified two-step procedure using Otto buffers as
detailed in Dolezel et al. (2007). Bellis perennis (2C =
3.38 pg; Sch€
onswetter et al. 2007) was chosen as an appropriate internal reference standard (with close but not overlapping genome size for Phragmites accessions). A fully
developed intact leaf of the analysed Phragmites plant
(~0.5 cm2) and an appropriate volume of the internal standard were chopped with a sharp razor blade in a Petri dish
containing 1 mL of ice-cold Otto I buffer (0.1 mol/L citric
acid, 0.5% Tween 20). The suspension was filtered through
a 42-lm nylon mesh and incubated for 20 min at room
temperature. Samples were stained with 1 mL of Otto II
buffer (0.4 mol/L Na2HPO4. 12 H2O) supplemented with
ß-mercaptoethanol (2 lL/mL) and propidium iodide +
RNase IIA (both at concentrations 50 lL/mL). Samples
were stained for 10 min at room temperature and analysed
with the flow cytometer. Fluorescence intensity of 5,000
particles was recorded by the same operator. Only histograms with both peaks of similar height (the smaller
peak must have been at least 70% as high as the higher
peak) and coefficients of variation of G0/G1 (quiescence/
post mitotic gap phase of the cell cycle) peaks of both sample and standard below 3.0% were considered. Each plant
was re-estimated at least three times on different days to
minimize potential random instrumental drift. If a
between-day variation exceeded 2%, the most outlying
value was discarded and the sample reanalyzed. Accessions
with intraspecific genome size variation above 4.0% were
run simultaneously to confirm the divergence. The genome
size measurements were complemented by counting chromosomes in a subset of the clones (see Appendix S3).
Climatic variables
To express climate in the geographic area of the clone
origin we used 19 bioclimatic variables available through
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the WorldClim database to create three principal component axes (PCAs) that explain nearly 85% of the variation present in the original 19 variables, following the
procedure described by Dupin et al. (2011; database
available online).9 The original variables included minimum, maximum, and mean temperature and precipitation data for the past 50 years broken out in biologically
relevant ways (e.g., precipitation seasonality or mean
temperature during the wettest or driest quarters; see,
Hijmans et al. 2005). The resulting PCAs represent three
uncorrelated linear combinations of the original data,
with the first one (PCA1) attributed mainly to mean
annual temperature, second (PCA2) mainly to precipitation during wet or warm periods, and third (PCA3) to
precipitation during drought (Dupin et al. 2011), see
Appendix S1: Table S1.
Statistical analysis
To evaluate the role that the plant traits played in
determining the invasiveness of P. australis populations,
including interactions among the traits, we first imputed
missing data via a multiple imputation process in the
Amelia II package (Honaker et al. 2011), and averaged
the data per clone. To identify the important predictors
for classifying a clone in the three a priori defined
groups (European native, North American invasive, and
North American native), we used a conditional inference tree, CIT (Hothorn et al. 2006). This classification
tree model is more robust than the linear models with
nonlinearity and interactions between explanatory variables, is easy to interpret (Breiman et al. 1984, De’ath
and Fabricius 2000), and includes statistical correction
to avoid overfitting and bias compared to a traditional
decision tree (Hothorn et al. 2006, see Appendix S4 for
details).
Because we were interested in revealing how the variables identified by the classification tree as significant
interact with other variables that do not improve the predictive power of the CIT but may express their influence
on invasiveness indirectly through other traits, we
employed Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). SEM
is a method of representing causal relations between variables via a set of equations (Grace et al. 2010, 2012).
Among the 44 traits, some were highly correlated
(Appendix S2: Table S1, Fig. S1), and some may not be
important for the classification of the groups. Hence, we
identified the trait variables to be used in SEM via variable selection. Variable or feature selection is a common
procedure in classification and regression to select the
most relevant variables in high-dimensional models, especially when the number of predictor variables is higher
than sample size, which was the case of our analysis
(Guyon 2003, Wasserman and Roeder 2009). Several
variable-selection models were carried out to detect the
variables most relevant for explaining the classification
9
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of the clones into the three groups, including random forest (RF; Breiman 2001), Boruta (Kursa and Rudnicki
2010), conditional inference forests (CIF; Strobl et al.
2007, 2008, 2009), and gradient boosting models (GBM;
De’ath 2007, Elith et al. 2008). These four algorithms
performed quite well (Appendix S2: Figs S2, S3), and
provided remarkably similar results (Appendix S2:
Table S2). The correct classification rate of the RF model
increased with the number of input variables and
remained steady after including the first 15 variables
(Appendix S2: Fig. S4, S5). The traits measured in the
experiment were selected so as to cover a wide range of
plant functions relating to climate, growth, reproduction,
physiology, karyology, tissue chemistry, and herbivory
(see Appendix S2: Table S1 for more information), and
variables representing some of these trait groups
appeared less relevant based on the exploratory variable
selection procedure. Therefore, to reflect the scope of the
study in its entirety, some variables representative of the
above trait groups were included, especially those previously reported as having an effect on plant invasiveness,
such as photosynthetic capacity or specific leaf area
(SLA; Pysek and Richardson 2007, Mozdzer and
Zieman 2010, van Kleunen et al. 2010, Guo et al. 2014,
Pysek et al. 2015). For traits that partly overlapped (such
as biomass or height sampled at different times of the
year), we followed the selection methods. These screening
procedures yielded a reduced data set with 15 variables
for further analysis: monoploid genome size (representing karyology); spring shoot height, below/aboveground
biomass, rhizome length, presence of runners (growth);
reproductive allocation (reproduction), SLA, frost damage, photosynthetic capacity (physiology); aphid attack,
gall attack (herbivory); rhizome C/N, rhizome P (tissue
chemistry); and climate PCA3 (see Appendix S2:
Table S1 for their description and sampling details).
Previous studies suggested that the leaf or whole-plant
traits in general showed a multidimensional correlation
or a correlation network (Osnas et al. 2013, Poorter
et al. 2014). Our pilot analysis based on the data presented here also revealed that the causal-effect relationships between the traits were impossible to find and that
the small sample size of each group made the use of the
standard SEM inappropriate. Instead, a MIMIC model,
a special case of SEM, was used (Gallo et al. 1999, Giles
1999, Hancock 2001, Rıos-Bedoya et al. 2009). The
MIMIC model consists of two parts: the multiple indicators part is a measurement model that defines the correlations between a latent variable and its indicators, and
the multiple-causes part is a structural model that specifies the casual relationships between a latent variable
and covariates (observed predictors; Jӧreskog and
Goldberger 1975). The MIMIC model captures the
advantages of the standard SEM model, i.e., the modelling of the measurement error, but also allows for the
simultaneous detection of associations between the latent
variables and among the indicators and the covariates; it
also works well with a small sample size (Hancock 2001).
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Here we used the MIMIC model to investigate both
the effect of climate in the region of the clone origin to
capture the possible effect of local adaptation and the
effect of genome size on the “performance” of the clones.
In our study the latent variable “performance” integrates
the indirect effects of the measured traits on invasiveness
of the P. australis clones because it describes how these
traits are related to genome size. Genome size can be
considered, based on the CIT analysis, as a proxy for
invasiveness because it separates the invasive clones from
the non-invasive. Several criteria were used to test how
well the model fit the data, i.e., the v2-test, the root mean
squared error of approximation (RMSEA), P value of
close fit (pclose), and the comparative fit index (CFI). All
of the analyses were performed in R version 3.2.4 (R
Core Team 2016). For further details, see Appendix S4.
RESULTS
A conditional inference tree identified monoploid genome size as the only important, highly significant variable (Fig. 1; P < 0.001), and most remarkably, clearly
separated the North American native group from the
European native and European invasive in North
America at a value of 0.53 pg (Fig. 1). The exceptional
importance of monoploid genome size was also evident
from all four variable-selection models (Appendix S2:
Table S2). The mean Cx value for European native was
0.490  0.007 pg (mean  SD, n = 21), for European
invasive in North America 0.506  0.020 pg (n = 17)
and for North American native 0.543  0.021 pg of
DNA (n = 19), and pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences between all three pairs (P < 0.05 for
the European native and North American invasive pair,
P < 0.001 for the other two pairs; Fig. 2).
The MIMIC model for the three groups had a good
fit: v2 = 58.76, df = 62, P = 0.593, RMSEA = 0.000
(90% CI: 0.000–0.072), pclose = 0.83, CFI = 1.000, indicating that it is a very good approximation to the data.
The covariate monoploid genome size had a significant
negative effect on the performance, meaning that the
larger the genome, the lower the performance demonstrated by the groups. The third climate axis, representing precipitation in dry season, had no effect on
performance (Fig. 3). The results of an additional pairwise MIMIC model comparing North American native
and invasive clones were similar to those of the complete
three-group model, with genome size driving the differences in performance (Appendix S2: Fig. S6a).
Among the traits representing indicators in the
MIMIC models, some were closely correlated with the
latent variable “performance,” that integrates the indirect effects of the measured traits. The clones producing
long rhizomes, tall shoots in spring that are abundant at
the end of the growing season, are, via the correlation
with performance, most strongly associated with small
genomes, while those heavily attacked by aphids, producing more runners and showing a high rhizome C:N ratio
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Node 1 ( n = 57)
Monoploid genome size
(P < 0.001)

≤0.527 pg DNA

>0.527 pg DNA
Node 3 (n = 17)

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

Probability

Probability

Node 2 ( n = 40)

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0

0
EU native

NA invasive

NA native

EU native

NA invasive

NA native

FIG. 1. Conditional inference tree to predict the groups. The histograms under each leaf show the proportion of observations
that fall into each group at the terminal nodes. EU, European; NA, North American.

are associated with large genomes (Fig. 3, Appendix S2:
Figs. S6a, S7).
Based on boxplots and a density plot, the clones invasive in North America had significantly bigger genomes,
higher rhizome C:N, allocated more biomass to reproduction, and produced more runners than European
natives, but also had lower belowground : aboveground
biomass ratios (Appendix S2: Fig. S7). The MIMIC
model for these two groups also fit quite well
(Appendix S2: Fig. S6b), but neither monoploid genome
size nor the third climate axis had significant effects on
performance, probably due to the small difference and
great overlap of genome sizes between the European
native and North American invasive groups (Fig. 2).
However, there was a significant positive effect of the
third climate axis on genome size indicating that smaller
genomes originated from drier areas (Appendix S2:
Fig. S6b).
DISCUSSION
Genome size constrains many functional traits related
to growth, reproductive success, and dispersal. Due to
its effects on cell size parameters and cell division rates,
genome size also affects size- and rate-dependent traits

(Suda et al. 2015). Of particular importance to invasion
potential are the relationships between genome size and
minimum generation time (Bennett 1972, Leitch and
Bennett 2007), seed characteristics (Grotkopp et al.
2004, Beaulieu et al. 2007b), seedling relative growth
rate (Grotkopp et al. 2004), specific leaf area (Morgan
and Westoby 2005, Beaulieu et al. 2007a), and stomatal
size and density regulating water use and photosynthetic
efficiency (Beaulieu et al. 2008, Hodgson et al. 2010).
Our paper experimentally confirmed the relationship
between genome size and invasiveness at the intraspecific level by comparing multiple native and invasive populations of Phragmites australis. We strengthened prior
studies that investigated the relationship between genome size and invasiveness, by testing individual genotypes of a single species (allowing phylogenetic control)
instead of comparing multi-species data sets or species
within genera (Rejm
anek 1996, Grotkopp et al. 2002,
2004, Garcia et al. 2008, Kubesov
a et al. 2010,
Gallagher et al. 2011, Pandit et al. 2014). This is the
most appropriate approach to make progress in understanding the mechanisms of invasion since populations,
not entire species, invade (Richardson and Pysek 2012).
Only one previous study has examined whether there is a
population effect of genome size on invasiveness.
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Monoploid genome size (pg DNA)

***
***

0.56

0.54
*

0.52

0.50

0.48
EU native

NA invasive

NA native

Status
FIG. 2. Boxplot representing the monoploid genome size
(1Cx value; the amount of DNA in one chromosome set) of different groups. Data are shown as mean (heavy line)  the
interquartile range (boxes),  1.5 times the interquartile range
(whiskers), and outliers (circles). N = 21 for native European
populations (EU native), 17 for invasive North American population (NA invasive), and 19 for native North American population (NA native), respectively. One-way ANOVA; F2,54 = 48.26
and P < 0.001. A Bonferroni post-hoc test revealed significant
differences between groups, represented by asterisks: *
P < 0.05; *** P < 0.001.

Lavergne et al. (2010) investigated whether North American invasive genotypes of the grass Phalaris arundinacea
had smaller genomes than the European native genotypes from which they were derived. However, the differences in genome size between native and invasive
Phalaris genotypes were much less pronounced (below
2%) than for Phragmites australis in our study.
Moreover, the natural experiment created by the historical intercontinental introductions of P. australis provided an opportunity to address not only the ecological
differences between native North American populations
and invasive populations introduced from Europe, but
also to explore post-introduction evolutionary change in
the latter. We accomplished this by comparing North
American invasive populations originating from Europe
with their ancestors that still occur as native in Europe.
It has been suggested that P. australis populations invading North America differ from European populations in
some traits, potentially indicating preadaptation and
post-introduction evolution (Guo et al. 2014, Cronin
et al. 2015). The naturally occurring distribution of three
lineages in Europe and North America therefore facilitates a biogeographic, ecological, and presumed evolutionary assessment of the association of genome size
with invasiveness (Cronin et al. 2015).
Populations of European origin that are currently
invasive in North America have slightly (by 3.2% on
average) but significantly (P < 0.05) bigger genomes
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than their ancestors native to Europe. This could point
to a non-random filtering of bigger genomes from the
European source pool during the introduction process or
post-introduction interbreeding. Interestingly, this is the
opposite of the genome reduction by natural selection
during the invasion process suggested for Phalaris arundinacea by Lavergne et al. (2010). However, these authors
based their study on six populations in each range, fewer
than the Phragmites australis study reported here. One
explanation for the discrepancy between the two studies
may be the different genome sizes of these two grass species. While the mean 1C value of Phalaris arundinacea
was 4.63 pg (i.e., the intermediate genome size category
as defined by Leitch et al. [1998]), the mean 1C value of
the most common (4x) cytotype of Phragmites australis
in our study was 1.01 pg (i.e., a very small genome).
Because of its low DNA content, constraints imposed by
large genomes (Knight et al. 2005) are likely to play less
important role in P. australis than in P. arundinacea, providing less opportunity for reduction of genome size
during the process of invasion.
Therefore, within P. australis where invasive genotypes in North America have bigger genomes than their
European ancestors, there is no indication of the selection for smaller genomes during the invasion; the
advantage of a small genome and associated traits could
have been manifest without such selection processes
because populations with small genomes coming from
Europe directly competed with native North American
populations with larger genomes. Nevertheless, our data
allow for outlining the hypothetical sequence of changes
in genome size, and associated plant traits, during
the historically, biogeographically, and evolutionarily
framed invasion process. The story unfolds with European populations having small genomes. The European
populations were introduced to North America, but as
the results of our study on genome size variation indicate, those populations that established and spread had,
on average, slightly bigger genomes (0.506 pg) than
those that were presumably filtered out following introduction from the native European range (0.490 pg). As
we show, bigger genomes are associated with traits
favoring spread, such as increased allocation to generative reproduction and production of runners (Fig. 3,
Appendix S2: Fig. S6b), and might have thus been
advantageous at the initial phase of invasion. Yet, relative to the native North American P. australis populations, the genome of the European populations that
became invasive in North America was comparatively
small enough (smaller on average by 6.9%) to generate
trait differences that provided the invading populations
with competitive superiority.
A question can be raised, with respect to the abovedescribed biogeographical perspective, why the native
European populations whose genome is the smallest of
the three groups compared in our study, are not invasive.
We suggest that this is paradoxical rather than contradictory because the populations of P. australis in Europe
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FIG. 3. Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes (MIMIC) models examining the impact of covariates on the latent variable, performance, for the three groups. The direction of the arrow in the structural model (from genome size and climate PC 3 to performance)
indicates causal relationship; the direction of arrow in the measurement model (from performance to measured traits) indicates
reflective relationship, i.e., measured traits are reflective effects of the latent variable, performance. Solid orange arrows represent
negative paths (P < 0.05), solid green arrows represent positive paths (P < 0.05) and dashed arrows represent non-significant paths
(P > 0.05). The numbers on the arrows are the standardized path coefficients, and the numbers in brackets are the CI of the coefficients. The width of the arrow is proportional to the value of the path coefficient. N, number of samples; CFI, comparative fit index;
RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation (90% CI); pclose, P value of close fit. To simplify, the correlations between the
indicators are not shown (Appendix S2: Table S3).

(and other parts of the species’ native range) exhibited
the same, or even more pronounced expansive behavior
in the past as the invasive populations have more
recently in North America. In Europe, P. australis is
considered to be the most competitive of all wetland
plants, with a great ecological amplitude that extends
from lime- and acid-oligotrophic to eutrophic waters
(Ellenberg 1988, Rodwell 1998, Packer et al. 2017). The
species is monodominant in wetlands over extensive
areas of land, commonly covering several square kilometers (Ellenberg 1988), indicating that its expansive
behavior in the native range was, during post-glacial colonization (e.g., in UK; Pigott and Pigott 1963, Ingrouille
1995), even more pronounced than that of the invasive
populations in North America (Packer et al. 2017).

Given this behavior, the fact that the native European
populations have small genome does not contradict our
overall finding of the role that genome size plays in
Phragmites success. It should further be noted that the
species is still a dominant of extensive wetland areas
despite the decline of its populations that occurred in
Europe and elsewhere several decades ago. The causes of
this dieback were attributed to interactions of hydrology,
herbivory by beetles, and eutrophication reducing the
resilience of reeds to exposure from waves and erosion
(Brix 1999, Roberts 2000, Ostendorp et al. 2003) .
The competitive superiority of the European populations that invade North America results from the fact
that relative to native North American populations, invaders invest in long rhizomes rather than aboveground
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runners, emerge early in the spring (shoot height on first
measurement date is a proxy for early emergence because
the earlier the shoots emerged, the taller they were in the
first weeks of growth), reach a higher shoot density at
the peak of the growing season, do not suffer heavy
aphid attack, and allocate more nitrogen and less carbon
to their rhizome tissues. How genome size selects for
these traits, however, requires further study. Between
these two groups, comparing traits that obviously function to maximize growth in invasive populations is highly
relevant because invasive and native populations often
grow in mixed stands in North America where they
directly compete (Cronin et al. 2015).
The biogeographic comparison of traits, sensu
Colautti et al. (2014), yielded different results. After at
least 150 years since its first introduction to North
America, invasive P. australis exhibited increased C:N
ratios in rhizome tissues and lower root/shoot ratios,
greater allocation to generative reproduction, and
produced more runners than their European ancestors.
Collectively, these traits facilitate dispersal and invasive
spread rather than just local growth and effective site
preemption, supporting the notion that different traits
confer advantages at different stages of the invasion process (Pysek et al. 2009, 2015, Richardson and Pysek
2012). A similar stage-dependent context can be inferred
at the species level by comparing genome sizes of naturalized species in the Czech flora with their non-invasive
congeners; small genomes were important for promoting
successful establishment outside of the native range (i.e.,
naturalization), but less important during the transition
from naturalized to invasive species, which is characterized by rapid and massive spread (Kubesova et al. 2010).
It is important to realize that genome size primarily
affects plant traits (Suda et al. 2015, Meyerson et al.
2016) rather than invasiveness per se; even the variation
not explained by our models could represent additional
effects of monoploid genome size mediated through an
unmeasured variable influencing the physiology of experimental plants, e.g., stomatal size and density and adjustment of the water economy (Clevering and Lissner 1999,
Saltonstall et al. 2007, Mozdzer and Zieman 2010).
However, it should be noted that an alternative explanation for the patterns we observed cannot be excluded, i.e.,
that the European populations possessing the smallest
genomes were not the sources of this invasive genotype
introduction to North America. To test this hypothesis,
genetic data is needed to relate the populations currently
invading North America to their European ancestors thus
allowing an inference about the post-introduction evolution of genome size. Therefore, employing phylogeographic data to explore whether or not the introduction
history may confound the putative effect of genome size
represents a challenge for future research. Nonetheless,
our results strongly suggest that, at least for our study system, genome size is the most suitable proxy for synthesizing information on traits associated with invasiveness.
This is particularly relevant from the perspective of the
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global P. australis invasion; there are a number of phylogeographic groups delimited with an increasing knowledge
of the worldwide distribution of haplotypes (Saltonstall
2002, Lambertini et al. 2006, Lambertini 2016) but as yet,
the North American continent is the most thoroughly
researched and has the best available information (Meyerson et al. 2009). Data are much more scarce for other
regions, such as Australia or China, where the presence of
introduced populations has been suggested but not substantiated. The distinct separation of invasive and noninvasive populations based on genome size alone would
allow for fast and effective identification and screening of
invasive genotypes and create an early warning system for
areas where invasive populations threaten native wetlands
(Pysek et al. 2013, Suda et al. 2015).
Another key question resulting from the relationship
of genome size to invasiveness is how population level
intraspecific variation in genome size is likely to drive
species responses to global change. Populations possessing small genomes may be better equipped to handle
extreme environments (Knight et al. 2005, Suda et al.
2015, Meyerson et al. 2016). Our findings demonstrate
this for P. australis: small genomes tend to occur in seasonally dry areas, a significant stressor for a plant with
such a high water demand. But as we show, small-genome
populations simultaneously manifest greater potential for
invasion. This highlights an invasion paradox since invasions in extreme environments are less common than in
productive, resource-rich environments (Chytr
y et al.
2008). However, if those environmental constraints are
overcome, the phenomenon suggested here may represent
an emerging driver for future invasions that are not yet
fully realized. We indicate this at the population level
within one species, but suggest that this phenomenon
may be generalizable and valid across more plant species.
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